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Comprehensive research on marriage strategies and inheritance system of Polish peasants in
the Middle Ages and Early Modern period has not been commenced yet. Much more attention
has been paid to the systems of inheritance then marriage strategies but historians have been
focused on other social groups (e.g. gentry) and later period.

Though since the beginning of the 20th century the issue of inheritance system has been
touched on by some historians, their works have either focused on some narrow aspects of the
problem and lacked a broader perspective or tended to neglect peasants as elements of this
system1. Several books tackling the problem were written in communist Poland, but they
tended to consider its legal aspects only or looked at it from the point of view of struggle
between the classes2.
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The best introduction into marriage strategies and inheritance system of Polish peasants is still
an article of Anna Kamler originally published in 19833.
The pattern of heirship among Polish peasants and their marriage strategies can be examined
on the basis of three different types of sources: village regulations issued by the owners of
villages – gentlemen, clergymen or the king; state law; and village court rolls. However, the
relevance of the first two types of sources to our study is limited for two reasons. Firstly,
majority of surviving village regulations relate to the period beyond the turn of the Middle
Ages. Secondly, state law, with the exception of the so called ius caducum in 1588, was not
concerned with peasant inheritance practices at all.4

Village court rolls, registering practice not legal theory, are basic sources of research on social
and economic life of Polish peasants in the late Middle Ages and Early Modern period.
Moreover, they are a potential, although still unused, source for demographic research on the
period before introduction of birth, marriage and death certificates.

The origins of village court rolls go back to the moment when the, so called, German law was
introduced in Poland, which resulted in the development of peasant self-government. Sołtys
(Lat. advocatus) was its head and together with aldermen (scabini) he performed also legal
functions in a village. The rolls in question document village court sessions and contain
records of land transactions made by local peasants. Although similar village courts
functioned all over the country, surviving records of their proceedings in the 15th and 16th
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centuries relate to two regions only: Cracow region and Sanok region in Little Poland5. This
paper is based on two village court rolls, Krościenko village court rolls and Trześniowa
village court rolls, which contain the largest number of entries 6.

Marriage strategies

Village court rolls allow to research territorial selection of spouses. The research of two
village court rolls we conducted (Trześniowa and Brzezówka) containing a great number of
entries confirm the results obtained by A. Kamler, who analyzed several smaller rolls before.
A prevailing majority of marriages was contracted within a village. In case of the village
Trześniowa, whose roll has been preserved in the best condition and is the most precise, this
rate amounted to over 80%. Peasant daughters found husbands outside their own villages
much more frequently, on the other hand, however, such sources usually remain silent about
peasant sons moving outside their home villages and taking over farms in their wives’
villages. We know that if a man took over a farm inherited by his wife, he also adopted the
last name of his father-in-law. According to A. Kamler a distance between a new place of
residence, that is a home village, and a spouse’s home village usually was 5 – 30 km. In
Polish conditions it meant that territorial selection was generally made within one village or,
less frequently, within neighboring villages of the same parish. A decision to contract a
marriage outside a village was made for the following reasons:
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- a great number of children (the more children, the higher the probability that one of them
will find a partner outside a home village)
- parents financial status (the smaller dowry or humbler earnings of sons, the more marriages
outside a home village)
- village geographical location (city nearness/closeness is of significant importance)

Village court rolls do not allow to specify a financial status of spouses, still it is possible to
compare rolls content to inventories. Such studies, however, have not been commenced yet.
Humble research carried out so far shows that most marriages contracted within a village
were matched according to the principle of social-financial selection, however, village court
rolls quite often inform about marriages contracted between representatives of different
classes of peasantry, which was not considered misalliance. Still we can observe an elite
group of peasant families (village councils, innkeepers and millers), which made approx. 20%
of all families in a village, whose representatives made efforts to observe the principle of
financial equality.

Inheritance system
A common belief which is held by Polish historiography is that „[...] the main heir was
usually the first-born son, but the rule was not always observed. Parents were often allowed to
choose an heir from among younger children if they thought they were more fitted to manage
the farm […] So, the youngest son was sometimes a co-heir with the oldest one, or family
land was divided equally among all the sons. There were also cases when, for lack of male
heirs, land was transmitted to married daughters.”7 It can be stated, therefore, that there was
no one dominant system of inheritance and it should be added that regional differences
7
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reflected not only a variety of local customs but also some specific characteristics of peasant –
landlord relations.

It is assumed that „Inheritance, that is, the act of receiving property of a deceased person by
one or more heirs can take two different forms: of inheritance received under a will and
inheritance received even though there is no will left. In old peasant law both forms were
known and applied.”8

The oldest village court rolls very rarely recorded the actual wills of deceased peasants.
Nevertheless, information about peasant pattern of heirship may be inferred from the records
of land transactions. They reveal that upon the death of a landholder his farm was transmitted
to one child and his other children received the equivalent in cash from the main heir9. The
following is a typical record of this kind: “[…] there came brothers Maciej and Stanisław,
willing, unforced and sane, and they testified that they have received money for their father
and mother’s land [..] from their brother Jan”10.

We presume that land was settled upon one of the sons, most probably the oldest one (though
there were exceptions to this rule11), but other children also had their claim to a share in it.
Sometimes it happened that children sold their inheritance but even in such cases all sons and
daughters were involved in the transaction, like in the year 1515 when “[…] there came […]
Jan Czajka with his sisters Katarzyna Vosczkowa and Jadwiga Mychalowa, all sane, and they
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testified that they have received total payment of 1.5 marc from Tomasz Gyzycz […]”12.
Detailed records of payments are extremely rare, but there are sporadic entries in village court
rolls which confirm that equal sums of money were paid to brothers and sisters, irrespective
of sex.13

It is hard to say whether such practices resulted from the fact that, as some historians suggest,
peasants imitated the land law (prawo ziemskie) to which Polish gentry was subject14, or
whether these practices grew up through custom. Sources relating to the history of Polish
peasants appear to confirm the findings of the research on Polish gentry summarised by Maria
Koczerska in the following way: “Being asked about the distinctive feature of a Polish family
in the Middle Ages and early modern period, I would suggest that it is equality among
siblings, or to be more precise, between brothers and sisters.”15 Our sources provide ample
evidence of this rule also among peasants and record frequent cases when a brother who
inherited his father’s land would then pay off his sister’s share in it.16 The accounts between
siblings were settled on the basis of the, so called, taksa that is appraisal of estate which was
usually carried out before the court.17

When there was no male heir to the peasant’s land, it could be transmitted to his daughters,
but in such cases heiresses usually sold their inheritance18, or the management of the farm was
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entrusted to a husband of one of them.19 It needs to be remembered, though, that when a
woman appeared in court with her husband it did not necessarily mean that it was him who
was an interested party, but he could only represent his wife as a, so called, tutor.

It appears that on a wife’s death, her husband took over the right to her share in her father’s
land. Village court rolls provide us also with information on the situation of widows. The
entries recorded in the rolls show that women were entitled to one third of their deceased
husbands’ land.20 However, widows were not given the land itself, but instead they received
the equivalent in value in cash from a son who inherited from his father. Sometimes records
in village court rolls relate also to customs regarding inheritance of movables by widows. For
example, in the year 1533 in Trześniowa, a widow was endowed with a quarter of her dead
husband’s personal property and one third of grain.21

All scholars studying the inheritance system of Polish peasants have emphasized the
importance of a landlord as an agent who regulated and controlled inheritance practices
among his peasants. Historians have tried to prove the thesis of landlords’ role by drawing
attention to the increase in the number of laws limiting peasants’ freedom of movement.
However, when we refer to village court rolls, we can see that entries very rarely contain
information that land transactions connected with inheritance were performed with the
landlord’s consent (“cum consensus generosi domini”)22 although his intervention was
sometimes indispensable in more complicated cases. It seems, therefore, that these were
peasants themselves who made decisions about their, as they called it, hereditament.
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Inheritance customs assuming that land was settled upon one heir who later paid off other
members of the family were of crucial importance from the point of view of the development
of peasant economy. On the one hand, the system helped to preserve integrity of peasant
holdings; on the other, it contributed significantly to the commercialization of peasant
economy. The main heir was obliged to pay off the equivalent of other family members’
shares in land in cash. It was, along with financial demands of the state and feudal lords, the
most important factor conducing towards commercialization. And it has to be emphasized that
in comparison with feudal and state obligations this burden was much heavier to carry. In the
first half of the 15th century a state tax paid by a Polish peasant on his one-mansus-big holding
was 16 groszy annually, and a money rent per mansus paid to the landlord averaged 24
groszy.23 At the same time, an average annual instalment paid by the main heir to his siblings
was 88 groszy in Krościenko village and 53 grosze in Trześniowa village. In the second half
of the 16th century average size of peasant holding decreased to half a mansus. While the
average rate of feudal rent and state tax remained the same, 24 grosze and 16 groszy
respectively24, annual installments increased. In Trześniowa village, for example, an average
rate increased to 60 groszy. Full payment was usually completed only after several years and
it often amounted to a half of a peasant holding’s lifespan which in Poland was 12 to 17
years.25
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